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some topics, but that the averaging properties and the threshold component were not as 
effective for other topics, and did not adequately represent users’ needs. 
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1 
INTRODUCTION 
Wherever an information retrieval service (IRS) exists, measuring its success should 
be a consideration. How, in the end, do we define a “successful” search, or search 
service? Do we say it is having one’s favored result at the top of the result list, or within 
the first three results, or the first five? Does a successful search provide us with a variety 
of materials related to the query, so that the user has a wide palette of documents of 
varying degrees of relevance from which to choose? Or is the most successful search 
engine the one that can do the impossible: read the user’s mind and deliver the perfect 
answer time after time? 
The information science (IS) community’s difficulty in defining the exact nature of a 
successful search renders the task of measuring the usefulness of a search service far 
more difficult than simple recall and precision ratios might indicate. This is especially 
true in the corporate context, beyond of the controlled conditions of the research lab 
where a variety of issues, including the subjectivity of relevance, can be investigated at a 
more leisurely pace. The corporate environment requires a constant feedback loop 
between search metrics, analysis, and improvement; in the case analyzed below, this 
occurs on a monthly basis. The first part of the task of improving search in a corporate 
setting is finding a good metric, or set of metrics, for analysis—metrics that accurately 
portray the system’s strengths and weaknesses. The most common models, such as Mean 
Average Precision (MAP) and its variants, are not adequate for corporate purposes.  
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This paper will review the literature on relevance and search evaluation, then present 
a case study of how MAP failed to work well in measuring the performance of the 
enterprise search system at SomaPharm, Inc., a large pharmaceutical company. The 
conclusion will present some potential avenues for SPI to explore toward gathering new 
metrics. 
 
LITERATURE REVIEW 
 
“Differences in human decision-making have a large impact, if not even THE 
predominant impact, on how IR systems perform” (T. Saracevic, 1991). 
  
Relevance: Information Retrieval’s Constant Companion 
No discussion of information retrieval (IR) can proceed without first addressing 
relevance, its constant—and fickle—companion. The literature on measuring the success 
of an information retrieval system (IRS) is rife with relevance; sadly, relevance is also the 
worst measure of success for a system, as it steadfastly refuses to be quantified. 
Machines, the retrievers, are predictable; humans, however, are the ones throwing the 
ball, and predictable is the one thing they are not, as researchers continue to remind us. 
Mizzaro’s 1997 review of the history of relevance found 22 articles addressing its 
subjective nature, 10 from 1959-1976 and 12 from 1977-1996.  
Relevance research shows the subject in a number of facets: relevance is personal, 
contextual and environmental (Barry, 1994; Harter, 1996; Hersh, 1994); changes during 
information interaction (Tague-Sutcliffe, 1996); can only be measured at a single point at 
time (Schamber, 1994); is not tied to topicality (Barry, 1994; Froehlich, 1994; Su, 1994); 
can vary greatly among those assessing the same body of information for the same need 
(Harman, 2005; Janes, 1994; Scholtz, 2003; Voorhees, 2001); and is generally dynamic 
(Froehlich, 1994; Mizzaro, 1997; Tague-Sutcliffe, 1996). Schamber sums up this work in 
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her 1994 review article: “The most striking assumption is the inescapable subjectivity of 
relevance evaluations as manifestations of human cognitive behavior” (6). She goes  
on to wonder, some pages later, if problems with relevance are “semantic or substantive” 
(9). 
Saracevic wrote a seminal article on relevance in 1975; one section featured the title 
“How to Construct a Framework for Viewing Relevance from Intuitive Understanding 
and Then on to More Elaborate Communication Methods” (324), referring in part to the 
difficulty in moving from the “primitive ‘y’know’” concept of relevance, which needs no 
definition, to actually defining it. He also makes a distinction between relevance and 
pertinence that is definitely semantic: relevance assigns documents to a question, while 
pertinence assigns them to an information need, so a document can be relevant but not 
pertinent.1 Pertinence is related to what the questioner/seeker already knows (or rather, 
does not know), so the distinction between relevance and pertinence is one between 
public and private knowledge (332). Hersh (1994) defines psychological relevance as 
information that must “give new knowledge, correct old knowledge, or update existing 
knowledge” (201), but fails to distinguish between “old” and “existing” knowledge. 
A number of different “views” that helped form the foundation relevance research for 
the next twenty or so years are laid out in that early article of Saracevic’s (Schamber, 
1994). These views are the: subject knowledge view; subject literature view; logical 
view, which has two branches, the deductive inference or the probablistic inference view; 
system's view; destination's view; pertinence/destination's knowledge view; and the 
pragmatic view. Naturally, these views are not independent, but interdependent—an 
                                                     
1 This is one of the Sphinx’s lesser-known riddles. 
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“interlocking, interplaying cycle of the various systems of relevances (i.e., various 
systems of measures)” (338). 
For a discipline that considers itself a science, IR really is quite postmodern, basing 
its main formulae upon measures that, to read the literature, are never the same “text” for 
any two individuals. Ellis (1996) notes that information retrieval was committed to the 
scientific method “early on,” but that now it is “not possible to identify any fully 
articulated paradigm which has guided research nor does the field display the progressive 
problem solving character of a strong research position” (28). Perhaps we should delve 
into Derrida’s deconstructionism as a future research path. 
 
TREC 
The first Text REtrieval Conference (TREC) was held in 1992, and was so successful 
that the second conference was held only ten months later. TREC gathered people from 
government, corporate, and educational institutions to work on creating an evaluation 
method for information retrieval services, as well as on ways to improve retrieval itself, 
in a number of different IR settings. Their hope was to create a methodology adaptable to 
a variety of contexts (Voorhees & Harman, 2005). As of this writing, the conferences 
continue to be held on an annual basis; they are co-sponsored by the National Institute of 
Standards and Technology and the U.S. Department of Defense. So far, TREC has 
resulted in what is probably the most extensive, if not the most important, body of 
research done on IR evaluation to date. 
TREC created a number of test collections for evaluations along separate research 
“tracks,” such as foreign language retrieval and Very Large Collections. The researchers 
set up topics and queries with the help of the people who would assess their relevance; 
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the assessors of the results often experienced a high level of disagreement over the 
relevance of the result set, sometimes as much as 50%, even though these documents 
were judged relevant at the broadest level, because TREC is perceived as a high-recall 
task (Harman, 2005). In TREC-4 (the fourth conference), no pair of assessors completely 
agreed on any of the relevant document sets for any of the 49 topic sets (Buckley & 
Voorhees, 2005).  
TREC concentrated on the “ad hoc” query as its primary retrieval task. Kwok (2005) 
considers “one-shot ad hoc retrieval” both the “fundamental operation in IR” and the 
“most difficult retrieval mode, because the system knows nothing about the user or his 
query” (321). However, at least initially, the TREC queries were tuned at least somewhat 
to the contents of its collection. Additionally, TREC considers queries of 4-10 terms in 
length to be “short,” and 1-4 to be “very short” (Kwok, 2005), while in the “real world,” 
user queries tend toward the very short (Jansen et al., 1998); longer queries gave better 
results (Kwok, 2005; Sparck-Jones, 2005), but how do we take that out of the lab to make 
users comply? 
Voorhees & Harman (2005) praise TREC as proving the viability of using a test 
collection for a variety of IR research, but point out that it is a static collection that does 
not support users in their information seeking. That, after all, is most often the problem 
with research: its distance from real life. Tague-Sutcliffe (1996) raises the question, along 
these lines, of whether the evaluation methods used for batch processing (the type used in 
research) can be extrapolated to interactive models (reality) (3). 
TREC researchers pioneered the widespread use of Mean Average Precision to 
evaluate IR systems. 
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Mean Average Precision 
The subject of this paper, the SPI metric, is based on a variation of Mean Average 
Precision (MAP), defined by Voorhees (2001) as a “commonly used measure that is 
computed over the entire ranking. The average precision for a single topic is the mean of 
the precision obtained after each relevant document is retrieved. The mean average 
precision for a run consisting of multiple topics is the mean of the average precision 
scores of each of the topics in the run” (75). MAP has some inherent problems. One lies 
with “average;” while MAP may be able to give a decent overall idea of performance, as 
an average measure, it hides a great deal of variation, especially failure (Harter, 1996; 
Voorhees & Harman, 2005). In addition, it works better with some topics than others 
(Buckley & Voorhees, 2005; Harter, 1996). The words “relevant” and “precision” are the 
other troublemakers. 
The difficulty with the two traditional measures of success, recall and precision, is 
that both rely on relevance as half of the equation. Several authors agree that they are not 
enough of a performance measure on their own (Hersh, 1994; Hersh et al., 1996; Scholtz, 
2003). More problematic are the assumptions about relevance which, outside of a test 
collection, are quite substantial.2
Recall requires knowledge of the exact number of relevant documents that occupy the 
collection, a task that is near-impossible in real-world conditions. Beyond that condition, 
the measure requires relevance judgments, which the literature repeatedly and variously 
describes as personal, contextual, unreliable, interactive, etc. “High recall,” in practice, 
has come to mean “a lot of results with some connection to the query.” 
                                                     
2 Even within a test collection, assessor disagreements about relevance make for 
substantial assumptions. 
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Precision suffers from the same lack of a relevant definition, so to speak. In place of a 
concrete measure, system architects create a sort of proxy, a more-or-less capricious 
definition of what makes a document relevant in the absence of user feedback (again, this 
is in real-world, not test, conditions).  
Mean Average Precision, then, is a measure built not on rock, or even on shifting 
sand, but on clouds. Unfortunately, variations on the MAP theme are one of the few ways 
to take a snapshot of system performance. Actually, they are one of the only ways, to 
judge from the paucity of literature on evaluation metrics;3 even those who recognize 
MAP’s drawbacks consider it “the preferred measure for system tuning” (Buckley & 
Voorhees, 2005, 73).  
The majority of research on evaluation and measurement seems to concentrate its 
efforts on finding new, more accurate ways of measuring relevance, perhaps from 
previously unexplored angles (after the authors have finished reviewing literature 
explaining that relevance is near-impossible to measure accurately). JASIS published an 
issue focused on IR evaluation in 1996, and two authors quoted Doyle (1963) in their 
separate articles (Ellis, 1996; Harter, 1996): 
“Relevance will serve its purpose, but will decline as the realization slowly comes 
that an individual's information need is so complex that it cannot accurately be 
stated in a simple request. The gradually increasing awareness of a human's 
incapability of stating his true need in a simple form will tend to pull the rug out 
from under many information retrieval system evaluation studies which will have 
been done in the meanwhile” (in Ellis, 28).  
 
40 years later, the discipline has yet to give relevance its much-deserved rest. 
Losee’s article in the same issue did put forth the concept of a human- and context-
independent evaluation method, using optimal retrieval and average search length 
                                                     
3 (Smeaton et al., 2003) analyzed 853 papers from 25 years of SIGIR conferences, and 
only 34 were on the topic of evaluation, which averages out to 1.36 papers a year. 
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concepts to judge the performance of a system. This method is highly complex, and thus 
less likely to be adapted for a business environment. 
 
Ad Hoc Searching 
Although ad hoc (unique) searches are considered the most common type of search, 
as well as the type studied most extensively by TREC researchers, most queries really are 
not “one of a kind;” if IR systems were dominated by unique searches, Google’s Zeitgeist 
wouldn’t be possible.4 Any search service with a bit of history will have plenty of 
information to analyze for patterns and repeat requests. Search services on the web start 
out knowing that many of their searches will be commerce-related. True “one-offs” are 
the least likely to be answered in any system, and the least likely to have content 
available for discovery. A few years ago, a brief online sport was made of 
“Googlewhacking,” or finding queries that yielded only one answer in Google.5 A 
searcher looking for precision in a high-recall world (the name is “Google,” after all, 
famously derived from a very, very large number,6 not “Five Really Good Sources”) is 
bound to either be disappointed or need to have a lot of time on his hands. For example, 
searching for “shoes” is easy; searching for a particular designer’s shoes will narrow the 
results. If, however, one is looking for a discontinued style of shoe from a particular 
designer, the pickings become quite slim; even if one looks at every single result on five 
Google result pages, many will refer to the same sites, or to defunct pages (thanks to 
Google’s cache of pages); eventually, one may have to resort to calling the vendors 
represented in the results. All of this is time-consuming. 
                                                     
4 The Google Zeitgeist tracks the top 15 “gaining” queries of the previous week, and the 
most popular searches of the previous month. http://www.google.com/press/zeitgeist.html 
5 http://www.unblinking.com/heh/googlewhack.htm 
6 http://www.google.com/intl/en/corporate/index.html 
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TREC has focused its research on ad hoc searches for a long time, but those searches 
were created, in large part, by people who knew the contents of the collections—or had 
some awareness of them, As a gross generalization, people expect to find everything they 
want on the internet (or, in the case discussed below, the company intranet) (Su, 1994), 
and it has been thus since the dawn of the web, because technology visionaries spent so 
much time on hype and so little time on reality. GIGO—Garbage In, Garbage Out—is the 
law of the land in any search environment, but especially on the Web, that vast unpoliced 
no-man’s-land of exponentially increasing blogs. When most people’s experience of 
online search is using Google to find information about their favorite pop stars—easy and 
plentiful—these same people do not transition well to having to reword their searches 
before finding an answer on their company intranet.  
Finally, true ad hoc searches are not the ones targeted for improvement, at least not in 
the context of a corporate intranet. They are the searches that don’t show up in the Top 
500 (discussed below),7 although they may show up on a periodic review of “zero hits” 
searches (searches that receive a “no documents match your search” message). Our time 
as IRS administrators needs to be spent optimizing the results for the most common 
searches, rather than making it easier for users to discover obscure resources, because we 
need to please the largest number of people (and take the actions that will have the 
greatest effect on our metric). Froehlich (1994) notes that we (as a discipline) have to 
take into account the level of granularity to which an IRS will be tuned, as we cannot 
model “eccentric users per se” (128). 
 
                                                     
7 Or the top 700, which is the number of search terms SPI actually pulls each month; only 
500 of those go into calculating the success rate and enjoy individual analysis. 
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OBJECTIVE 
 
“It has been assumed that requests reflect typical user needs, so if the system can 
deliver some relevant documents, especially at the top ranks, it will ipso facto meet 
those needs.” (Sparck-Jones, 2005, 433) 
 
The objective of this research is to investigate whether MAP is an appropriate metric 
for evaluating SPIsearch. 
What do we measure when we measure search success? 
SomaPharm, Inc. (SPI) uses a variation of the MAP metric to evaluate the 
performance of its enterprise search service, SPIsearch, on both a weekly and monthly 
basis, but the monthly metrics are the only ones that are analyzed at any length. My job 
as a member of the SPIsearch team is to do this analysis and identify areas where search 
can be improved and the success percentage increased. The first thing I noticed was that 
the metric being employed was not geared to the type of users we have, which both made 
our performance look worse and our ability to improve difficult. The individual who 
developed the metric said it was an industry standard, causing me to think about using the 
“right tools for the right job;” one does not use a topographic map to navigate the streets 
of New York City—should there be only one metric for every search application, whether 
it serves millions of people per month (Google) or 60,000? 
 
METHOD 
The case-study method was used to examine the research question presented above. 
The SPIsearch metric is an example of why using an “industry standard” can be the 
wrong tool for the wrong job. Finding the best tool, however, is an entirely different 
matter, and is not a problem limited to SPI; judging from anecdotal evidence (personal 
conversations), other people in my position are struggling with the same issues. 
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Barry (1994) points out that relevance research is based on a number of assumptions, 
including one holding that 
“judgments of relevance are ultimately judgments of documents, even when those 
judgments are based on the presentation of documents provided by info retrieval 
systems….The decision by the user is not seen as a decision about the representation, 
but of the document itself. Relevance judgments, likewise, are about the documents, 
not the representations.” (150) 
 
The problems the discipline has with evaluation may go beyond tools to raw materials. 
 
SomaPharm, Inc.: Company and IR Background 
SomaPharm, Inc. (SPI) is a multinational pharmaceutical company with over 100,000 
employees. It produces both over-the-counter and prescription products, and has 
headquarters in London, England and Research Triangle Park, NC. SomaPharm also 
maintains labs and manufacturing facilities worldwide. Its enterprise search service is 
overseen by the SPIsearch team, whose members are distributed in offices in Durham, 
NC, Chicago, IL, and England. Enterprise search is generically defined as a behind-the-
firewall application that searches a company’s intranet (Hawking & Craswell, 2005). 
As of May 2005, SPI had 60,000 unique users making 200,000 queries each month. 
At that time, at least 1.5 million documents were indexed in the company’s intranet; this 
is estimated to cover approximately 20% of SPI’s content. The majority (72%) of the 
indexed content comes from a single business unit, Research and Development. Web 
sites (intranet and some pertinent external sites, such as the FDA web site), Windows/NT 
Fileshares, and Domino-enabled Lotus Notes databases are searched, as is the SPI 
Catalogue, which has content made available for searching in a manner separate from the 
indexing used on large collections, such as Fileshares. The bulk of content available  
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to searchers comes from Fileshares.8
Searches of the company’s intranet go through a banner on a Plumtree portal, where 
searchers are given the option of scoping their queries to certain collections within the 
indexed data or doing an internet search. The search is powered by a Verity K2 
Enterprise Search server/software; searchable content has either been indexed or 
catalogued. 
The algorithmic underpinning of SPIsearch is Accrue, which calculates a score 
according to the number of different search elements present in a document. Documents 
with more elements garner a higher score and thus a higher relevance ranking. By default, 
each search element is weighted at 0.5, and the Accrue formula is: 
1 – (1– 0.5)n 
where n is the number of search elements. Returned documents within any given search 
are ranked by term density, rather than term frequency, e.g., the number of times the 
search term appears in a document compared to the total number of words in the 
document, rather than the absolute number of times a word appears in a document. This 
gives catalogue records a better chance under accrue; by their nature, catalogue records 
are representations of documents, and therefore would not carry as many instances of a 
search term as an entire document (such as a Windows Fileshare Word document) might. 
 
Sample and Data Acquisition 
The materials used for this study were selected from the Top 500 terms from the July 
2005 SPIsearch logs. These terms are ranked by frequency, calculated by the number of 
times people enter them into the search box and click on “search,” rather than the actual 
                                                     
8 From the results of a May 2005 study conducted by the SPIsearch team. 
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number of times a link was clicked on in the results list (hits), so large gaps may exist 
between the rank of a term and its total number of hits. 
The specific terms selected for analysis are the ones some that exemplify the matter 
under discussion, although the Top 500 does contain other examples of the same 
phenomena, which can be viewed in Appendix I. The Excel spreadsheet for the Top 500 
runs to 5,935 lines; trying to include examples of everything, or even most things, would 
be both unnecessary and tedious. 
 
Metric Analysis and Query Optimization 
As the member of the SPIsearch team tasked with examining the SPIsearch logs, the 
underlying methodology of this paper is the same as that which I use to carry out my job. 
What follows is a description of the monthly process of SPIsearch evaluation at SPI. 
On the first day of each month, a member of the SPIsearch team in England pulls  
the raw data about the previous month’s searches off of a database and sends this 
information to a member in the Chicago office. Chicago reads the data into an Excel 
worksheet that has been formatted with the appropriate macros for the success formula, 
then posts this to a Lotus database, plots the new success rate on a chart on the same page 
in that database, and reports the outcome to management. At this point a person in 
Durham (myself) will analyze the Excel worksheet minutely, looking for ways to 
improve any search with a success rate ≤ 79%.   
Durham then goes through the Excel sheet term by term in an attempt to determine 
exactly what the problem is. If, for example, the most popular result is not showing up 
within the top five, Durham tries to replicate the search (and sometimes finds that is not 
possible, for whatever reason—literally, there is no way of pinpointing the reason). If the 
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desired content is attached to a catalogue record, Durham tinkers with the record’s 
metadata, and conducts the search again, repeating the process until the search reflects 
the desires of the vox populi, as evidenced by the metrics. Sometimes this involves 
altering more than one catalogue record and artfully manipulating the metadata to make 
them line up. These are some other conditions Durham may encounter: 
• The search may be optimized, regardless of its score. Sometimes the most popular 
documents are lined up in the rankings in tune with their popularity, but none of 
the individual links has enough clicks, or the search is dispersed at the tail end, 
both of which conditions offend the Rule of Five (see Discussion section, below). 
(See Appendix, Tables 3 and 4, for examples.) 
• The search may be so dispersed that there’s no clear winner in the Most 
Popular/Relevant Document contest. A query term might have one click for every 
link that has been selected, which could indicate one person looking at many 
different things, or several people with completely different needs. 
• The query’s most popular documents may not be in the catalogue; most 
documents available to SPIsearch are not catalogued. Unfortunately, this category 
includes a large number of IT help documents. The SPIsearch team thought about 
cataloguing some of those popular documents and taking them out of the other 
index, but this turned out to be unfeasible as it would require removal of the 
documents after each re-indexing. Cataloguing these documents regardless was 
also considered, but following the implementation of Accrue, multiples of 
documents began coming out of the walls and showing up in the results list, so 
purposely adding duplicates seemed counterproductive. 
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• After conducting a search on the query term, Durham may find that, beyond 
lacking a single answer, SPI’s collections contain no answer to the query. 
• Durham pokes around and makes a new catalogue record for previously “hidden” 
content and monitors the search for improvement. 
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Table 1: The SPI Metric Explained 
 
A B C D E F G H 
1 372 restival Link1 14 2 7 14 
2 372 restival Link2 8 3 2.7 372X 
3 372 restival Link3 6 4 1.5 372X 
4 372 restival Link1 5 1 5 5 
5 372 restival Link4 2 5 0.4 372X 
6 372 restival Link5 1 7 0.14 372X 
7 372 restival Link6 1 40 0.025 372X 
8 372 restival Link7 1 16 0.0625 372X 
9 372 restival Link8 1 2 0.5 372X 
10 372 restival Link3 1 3 0.333 372X 
11 372 restival Link8 1 6 0.1667 372X 
Column A:  Row identifier (for ease of reference). 
Column B:  Term rank (by frequency). 
Column C:  Query term. 
Column D:  Link/document selected (replaced here for purposes of anonymity). 
Column E:  Number of times link was selected (clicks). 
Column F:  Position of link/document in result list. 
Column G:  Clicks ÷ Position (Column E / Column F). 
Column H:  Number of “successful” searches.  
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Analysis and Discussion 
I. The SPI Metric Explained: The Rule of Five 
For the following discussion, please refer to Table 1.  
The best way to explain the metric and how it works in practice is to look at a typical 
query. 
The “restival” search came out with a failing “success” rate of 46%. This is how it is 
calculated: The goal of a link, to anthropomorphize, is to have all of its clicks make it to 
the final column (H). Before this happens, the link has to pass three thresholds. The first 
occurs at Column E: any link/document receiving fewer than five clicks is regarded as 
unsuccessful/not relevant. If the link did receive more than five clicks, it then has to pass 
the position test: only documents ranked at five or higher in the results list are counted in 
the final tally. The “rule of five” strikes once again, at Column G, where the quotient of 
Column E/Column F must be five or larger. If the link makes it past the three fives, the 
value in Column E “passes over” to Column H; if not, the link is represented by 
“(Rank)X,” and those are equivalent to zero. The values in Column H are tallied and 
divided by the sum of the values in Column E, and that is the success percentage. 
Why did restival fail? 
• Only two of restival’s links passed over to the last column to be counted—Rows 1 
and 5, with documents in the second and first position, respectively.  
• “Restival” is a low-volume search, with only 41 people searching and clicking on 
something (the number of people actually searching on this term may be higher, 
and individuals may select more than one link per search, but for the purpose of 
analysis we assume 41 people and 41 clicks). It is also somewhat of a “dispersed” 
search—there is no single answer that the majority of searchers will select (for 
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more examples of dispersed searches, see the Appendix). “itag,” on the other 
hand, the top search term for July, had a total of 3359 clicks, across 35 different 
rows of links. Only six of those “passed over,” but the first link had 3199 clicks 
and the second 50, so metrically speaking, there was room for searchers to 
explore other documents without ruining its 99% success rate. (See Appendix, 
Table 1, for the details of “itag”.) This metric favors high-volume searches for 
which everyone seeks the same answer.  
• Regardless of what is done to the catalogue records for this search, the dispersion 
and low volume make it a poor candidate for optimization—as do fickle human 
desires. 
The “rule of five” makes success, and therefore relevance, a popularity contest. 
However, some interesting things are going on with this search that may indicate a 
performance better than that indicated by its 46% score: 
• 37/41 people, or 90% of searchers, found what they wanted (presumably) in the 
first five results of the search; 29 searchers (70%) found what they wanted in the 
first three results. Only 19 searches were actually counted as successful, but how 
are we to know that the eight people who clicked on Link3, in third place (Row 2) 
were not satisfied? The individual in Row 9 might have felt extremely fulfilled by 
their second-place selection.  
• The same links can show up at different places in the result list, or two links could 
show up with the same ranking. Rows 1 and 9 refer to different links that both 
ranked at number two, while the link from Row 9 also showed up at rank six in a 
result list at some point. Rows 2 and 10 share a number three ranking. 
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• Rows 1 and 4 could refer to the same link, or they could be completely different 
links, but due to one of the vagaries of SPIsearch, they show up as identical. The 
Plumtree portal has “communities,” which are basically home pages for the 
different departments/business units; these appear in the logs as the same kind of 
link regardless of which community is actually selected. Because results can show 
up at different ranks at different times, analysts cannot simply repeat the search to 
put a name to the community.  
• When the same link shows up in different places, its clicks (number of times it 
was selected) are not aggregated in any way, so it gets dunned in the popularity 
contest. Sometimes a link will show up at the same rank in the metrics on two 
different rows, for reasons that probably have to do with individual security 
permissions, but that is just conjecture on the part of the SPIsearch team. 
• In addition to security issues, other factors that can impact search return and 
ranking are which servers are running, where the search is being conducted 
(country, server), and ghosts in the machine. Communities are a particular 
problem for acronym-only searches, if that acronym happens to be part of the 
name of a number of communities, such as “IT.” (For one thing, “it” (all search 
terms default to lower-case) would normally be a stop-word.) Some acronyms 
belong to so many community names that the first page of results—and part of the 
second—is nothing but communities. (Search results default to 25/page.) The 
vague, dispersed search is never a success. 
• Finally, the number of users works against our success rate in this metric. Toward 
the end of the Top 500, from 475-500 (although this trend is visible even earlier), 
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the number of hits a term receives can range anywhere from 14-60, dooming a 
significant number of searches to fail the Rule of Fives. If the metric were limited 
to the top 100 queries, for example, the overall success rate for SPIsearch for July 
2005 would increase from 84% to 92%; expanding from the top 100 to the top 
200 queries yields an 89% success rate. Larger services can meet thresholds like 
ours into the nth ranking of terms, perhaps, but the TREC literature suggests that 
thresholds are not valid in the first place, and that topic variance has a larger 
impact on performance than does the retrieval mechanism (Buckley & Voorhees, 
2005); I surmise that is especially true of the “unpopular” topics, which are closer 
to true ad hoc queries. 
According to Buckley & Voorhees, taking precision at a specific cutoff, or P(λ), is 
not a good measure for averaging because different topics have different numbers of 
relevant documents; measuring recall at document cutoff has the same issues, but is also 
less trustworthy, due to the pooling process that is the result of averaging. The relevance 
judgments are incomplete, and the amount of incompleteness is topic-dependent. 
Ultimately, recall at document cutoff measures same thing as precision at document 
cutoff (55). This P(5) measure (measuring precision at a document cutoff of five) is SPI’s 
variance of MAP. They go on to comment that “while the individual topic scores may be 
meaningful for a measure, averaging those scores across all topics is not reasonable. 
Measures that use a fixed cutoff that is identical across all topics do not average well. The 
fixed cutoff may be appropriate for some topics, but wildly inappropriate for others” (57). 
The metric “may be measuring how well system retrieves easy-to-retrieve documents for 
some topics while measuring how well it retrieves boundary documents for 
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others...Average score is dependent on relatively few topics, so the distinguishing power 
of the measure is low” (58). 
 
II. What does a perfect search look like? 
The Chief Information Officer for SPI held a worldwide broadcast for employees this 
October promising that all searches would be 100% successful by June 2006. This 
naturally leads to the question of what a perfect search is, as the multiple layers of 
relevance would seem to make that definition variable. We can, however, look at how the 
current metric defines a perfect search. 
The month of July yielded 26 100% successful searches. 20 looked like this: 
 
 
Table 2: The Most Common Perfect Search in July 
 
126 chhup Link1 75 2 37.5 75 
 
 
And one looked like this: 
 
 
Table 3: The Second Type of Perfect Search 
 
392 imeeting Link1 23 2 11.5 23 
392 imeeting Link2 16 1 16 16 
 
Indicating that the most successful searches are those for which everyone wants the same 
answer (or two). This only holds true, however, if a great many people are searching and 
selecting. If only three people clicked on the second link for “chhup,” the search would 
fail as far as the metric goes, because the first threshold of five people selecting a link 
was not met, so the final value would be zero. On the other hand, those three people 
might have been well-satisfied with both their answer and their search experience. 
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The remaining five “perfect searches” looked like Table 4, below: 
Table 4: A Perfect Search with Missing Values 
1 81 payroll Link1 44 3 14.667 44 
2 81 payroll Link2 payroll 44 #VALUE! #VALUE! 
3 81 payroll Link3 35 2 17.5 35 
4 81 payroll Link1 7 1 7 7 
5 81 payroll Link4 4 4 1 81X 
6 81 payroll Link5 2 1 2 81X 
7 81 payroll Link6 1 13 0.077 81X 
8 81 payroll Link7 1 10 0.1 81X 
9 81 payroll Link8 1 6 0.17 81X 
10 81 payroll Link5 1 29 0.034 81X 
11 81 payroll Link9 1 7 0.142 81X 
 
Instead of throwing out the entire calculation, the macro calculates the queries with 
missing values as 100% effective. When the raw data is read into the worksheet, “#” is 
used as the column delimiter—sometimes, that character also shows up in a URL, which 
causes part of the URL to go into a second column, and throws the entire equation out of 
whack (see line 2). These anomalies generally go undetected, however, because the 
worksheet is not scrutinized prior to posting it to the database, and once it has been 
posted, these searches garner no attention because, at 100%, the numbers indicate no 
need for improvement. 
Quantitatively, a perfect search requires either complete agreement on the part of the 
(many) searchers, or a data error, which explains why only 5.2% of July’s Top 500 
belonged to that vaunted category. 
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Does the perfect search exist on a qualitative level? That question leads, once again, 
into the murky waters of relevance, which Scholtz (2003) defines as “ground truth” 
supplied by human assessors (2). 
 
III. Political Relevance 
Political pressures are one roadblock to the search optimization process that does not 
show up in the spreadsheet; there sometimes exists a tension between what users find 
most relevant about a topic, as evidenced by the metrics, and what the corporation deems 
most relevant for a particular query. At SPI, the executives wanted communities weighted 
in such a way that they would always be at the top of the results list, even if those 
communities did not provide the necessary information; ultimately, that was one fight the 
SPIsearch team won, and communities no longer automatically go to the top of the results 
list. A disconnect can also exist between what makes the most sense to the SPIsearch 
team as an answer and the way users want information presented to them; for example, a 
link to a FAQ containing a variety of information about company cell phones might seem 
like the most reasonable—and efficient—answer to the team, but in reality users prefer 
links that go directly to documents addressing their specific needs (rather than going 
through the FAQ to arrive at the same document). (Of course, all of these documents are 
arrived at via the same query, “cell phone.”) The path of least resistance is not the same 
for all users.  
Pressure from the executive office is felt in another way: the push to bring up the 
overall system success rate. That, after all, is the real goal of the analysis and 
optimization. But good numbers do not necessarily translate into a good user experience; 
as evidenced in the “perfect search” section above, a 100% search on paper may actually 
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be the victim of a data transfer malfunction. Or a highly-successful search could be due to 
every user selecting the first link in the results list, only to find that link is dead, or leads 
to a page that is under construction or is otherwise unhelpful—and therefore irrelevant. 
Conflating relevance with popularity, as this metric does, makes a huge assumption about 
the wisdom of crowds; in practice, it means the analysts do not think too much about 
what is and is not relevant, beyond removing the dead links and other obvious dross. This 
leads one to wonder, however, whether one is working for the metric or for the user. 
Discussion of the gap between users and non-users is present in the literature (Janes, 
1994; Mizzaro, 1997), while the force of political pressures is not. However, that research 
tends to center around the customer/librarian relationship (when a patron asks a librarian 
to find research materials, do the two agree on which materials are useful for the task), 
rather than the after-the-fact relationship described here. Helping patrons define their 
information need is the key to the reference interview, as any library science student 
knows, but the SPIsearch team does not have the luxury of face-to-face interaction. 
Analysis of search results does point to the exact answers users want for particular query 
terms; unfortunately, what searchers want one month is not necessarily what they are 
interested in the following month, and sometimes no amount of fine-tuning can improve a 
search that is going up against the contextual, personal, dynamic nature of relevance. 
 
IV. User Behavior 
All of this careful analysis has led to some insights about users. The first is that users 
do not understand the difference between the internet and an intranet. Searches on 
variations of eBay (U.S. and U.K. versions, as well as with and without -.com) land on 
the Top 500 every month (and are never successful). More interestingly, “Google” and 
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“Yahoo” (with their variations) find themselves in the top 100 searches each month. The 
SPI portal exists within Internet Explorer, so users are free to type URLs into the address 
bar, on the one hand; on the other hand, the SPIsearch box in the portal banner has a drop 
down box with the option to “Search the Internet,” and the default search engine for that 
is Google—although users can change it to Yahoo or Lycos, if they prefer. Some 
individuals even type entire URLs into the search box, instead of into the address bar—
SPIsearch does not search for intranet addresses, and does not search the internet without 
a change in scope. (Puzzlingly, no-one seems to learn from their repeated inability to find 
these sites, although the SPIsearch team did create a catalogue record for Google.) The 
SPIsearch team cannot help but wonder if the people who are searching for eBay and 
other inappropriate things (like “escort girls”) are the same people sending extremely 
negative feedback. 
Beyond the inter/intranet confusion, searchers are basically lazy, and are seeking 
high-precision searches while using high-recall (i.e., vague) terms. This is not limited to 
users at SPI: Shenton and Dixon (2004) found that children prefer to use single search 
terms, single sources, and broad queries; Jansen et al (1998) found the same thing in 
adults, with the additional information that most of the individuals in their test samples 
did not browse beyond the first page “or so” of results, nor did they investigate more than 
two of the links returned. One really unsuccessful, and odd, search term is for the 
company’s acronym, “SPI.” This falls somewhere between looking for a “You Are Here” 
map and trying to find a needle in a haystack while blindfolded. The portal homepage is 
“About SPI,” which might be a good jumping-off point, or searchers might consider 
adding query terms in an attempt to make their requests more specific.  
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Advanced search features (Boolean search, scoping) are available for SPIsearch, but 
those go largely unused. This is mirrored in the way the general public performs online 
searches; Eastman & Jansen (2003) found that only 10% of the searchers in their study 
used search operators, but they also discovered that the use of search operators did not 
improve result precision more than 26% of the time. (My experience of SPIsearch 
indicates that using operators does improve search quality, which upholds another of their 
assertions, that ultimately the user has to have knowledge of the tool to get the best use 
out of it.) 
SPIsearch users at SPI have a generally negative view of SPIsearch. Last fall, in the 
course of doing research on user preferences for a portal redesign, users were asked for 
three aspects of the portal they would like to see improved. SPIsearch was an 
overwhelming “winner;” 97% of respondents had negative things to say. User interface 
was not the issue—rather, two-thirds of respondents cited a lack of relevant search results 
as being the root of the problem. Much of this stems from the disproportionate amount of 
content available from R&D (72% of all content), as opposed to from the other parts of 
the company. The pharmaceutical division has only a 3% share of all indexed content at 
SPI, while the manufacturing division, which is quite a large part of the corporation, has 
2%. Of the content that is indexed, less than one percent complies with SPI metadata 
standards; through their inaction, the people who are producing the content are making 
resource discovery difficult for themselves and others. 
SPI metadata standards require information in these fields: Title; Author; AuthorID; 
Keywords; Description; RetentionReviewDate; and Language. The numbers of 
documents in 100% compliance with these standards as of May 2005 are: 
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• Three out of 30,408 Lotus Notes documents; 
• 2,221 out of 399,733 intranet documents; and, 
• 42 out of 57,736 Fileshares documents.9 
As all information scientists know, metadata compliance is the route to a better world; we 
just have to convince the rest of the world that metadata creation is worth their time. Or, 
we have to force them to create metadata with coercive applications that somehow make 
metadata creation easy. That, however, is beyond the scope of this paper. (Document 
management systems are one choice for forcing the metadata issue, but care must be 
taken to select one that is not bulky or tedious, so that employees will be willing to make 
its use part of their daily routine.) 
Feedback from users often takes some form of “Why can’t you be like Google?” If 
SPI had a dollar for every time someone said that, its share price would equal Google’s. 
Google is perceived as the gold standard of online search engines. However, people also 
may have different expectations when using a search engine for leisure than when using it 
for work purposes, which may factor into their dismay. Google has a bent towards 
smoothing the pathways of online commerce (Cusumano, 2005), which is not part of 
resource discovery in a corporation. Its algorithms depend, in part, on using links as a 
type of citation analysis to determine relevance (ibid), as well as a host of other factors 
that are constantly being calculated; these factors include using information from a 
searcher’s browser cache and bookmarks in correlation with their queries and the results 
they select to both optimize future searches for that user and to rank documents for other 
users with similar characteristics (U.S. Patent Application 20050071741). Corporations 
                                                     
9 From the results of a May 2005 study conducted by the SPIsearch team. 
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do not have that kind of computing power, nor are their documents interlinked in a 
manner similar to that of the web. When Gmail was in beta, people grumbled about 
Google becoming a Big Brother-type organization, since Gmail targets ads according to 
the content of one’s emails.10 Ultimately, most people must not care, as Gmail came out 
of Beta not only successfully, but with people clamoring for accounts. Google users 
probably are unaware of its sneaky data mining, but no doubt would grumble more loudly 
were their workplace to engage in the same behavior. (Ultimately, SPI searches can be 
tracked back to the searcher, with just a little work.) 
 
Conclusion: Finding Direction without a MAP 
 
“Our goal is to develop metrics that are user-centered. Precision and recall are 
technology-centric or scientific metrics. They measure the performance of algorithms 
but the values for these metrics do not necessarily ensure a benefit to the end user. 
We want to develop metrics that can be useful both for system improvement but will 
also contribute to a substantial benefit from the perspective of the end user. In 
addition to developing appropriate metrics we will also need to consider what data 
can be obtained and used to compute the necessary measures.” (Scholtz, 2003, 3) 
 
The SPIsearch team wants to be responsive to the needs of their users while attending 
to the desires of those occupying the executive suite. Or, to put it another way, is there a 
metric that will reflect the reality of SPIsearch’s performance and keep the bosses happy? 
This year, the success rate for SPIsearch (January-July) went from 79-84%, with a high 
of 85% in June. Harman (2005) cites a study by Voorhees that established a “practical 
upper bound on retrieval system performance of 65% precision at 65% recall since that is 
the rate at which humans agree with one another” (45). Taking into account the vagaries 
of relevance judgments and human needs, is striving for an ever-higher overall success 
                                                     
10 http://www.salon.com/tech/feature/2004/04/26/gmail/index.html 
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rate reasonable, much less doable? At the individual term level, the moment one becomes 
more successful, another becomes less so, and the MAP remains relatively stable.  
The Right Map? 
One of the many disconnects in the evaluation game is that, according to Barry 
(1994), IR design is based on topic-matching but evaluated on relevance, so we shouldn’t 
be surprised when IR systems do not perform well: they are being graded on tasks for 
which they were not originally created. Barry cites Belkin’s (1980) statistic that systems 
average 60% recall and 40% precision, and wonders if we should just accept that, at best, 
IR systems can achieve high levels of topicality (Barry, 1994, 152). Relevance, beyond 
being an unstable measure, seems to be the wrong yardstick for this task. 
A New Map? 
A metric that throws out the “rule of fives” in favor of counting all clicks on links at, 
for example, rank three or above, trades equating popularity with relevance for an 
unfounded trust in the ability of the system to rank documents appropriately. While this 
measure does take care of the security and other issues that result in searches on the same 
term returning different result lists, it fails to serve the user in any meaningful way. The 
problems with averaging the search results would continue to be an issue. If anything, it 
affords the same backhand view of performance as the previous metric by indicating that 
the most popular documents are not rising to the top (which in turn falls into the trap of 
popularity and relevance). 
The proposed metric is similar to some alternate measures suggested by Hawking & 
Craswell (2005), such as weighting by prominence within the results list, where the most 
relevant documents should appear “above the fold,” or on the first “page” of the results 
(whatever is visible without scrolling down the screen). They concede that this method is 
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too dependent upon formatting, the total number of results received, and screen size to be 
a plausible choice. Another measure they suggest is looking at success at N documents, or 
the “mean reciprocal rank of the first right answer” (219). This would require attention to 
every query, and therefore would not be particularly helpful as far as automating the 
evaluation task goes. Additionally, someone (or a group of someones) would first have to 
pick the most relevant document for each query, something both Voorhees (2001) and 
Scholtz (2003) have pegged as a difficult task. 
Both the current metric and the proposed metric represent the searches on the ends of 
the bell curve fairly well; the “good” searches, those ≥80%, are generally pretty 
successful searches, with the exception of those few anomalous 100% searches. The 
searches on the low end of the metric (approximately 30% and below) are the poor 
performers. The terms with a 31-79% success rate, however, are the ones that need 
individual attention to determine whether they are actually “failing.” This time-
consuming practice does not fit particularly well into corporate culture, however, and 
even if a term’s results are “fixed” to reflect one month’s results, the next month may 
well be different, leaving the “fixer” in a constant state of playing catch-up, and with no 
crystal ball to help her get ahead of the game. 
Falling through the Gaps 
One potential source of user data remains unexamined at SPI. While 
search terms are ranked by search frequency, no correlation exists between the number of 
“hits” a term receives and its rank. For some queries, a large gap exists between the 
number of searches conducted and the number of links selected, whereas for others, the 
number of hits exceeds the number of queries. The reasons behind these gaps go 
completely unexplored in the success metrics, yet the gaps hint at interesting possibilities 
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for further study and search improvement, such as: Do the gaps between the number of 
queries and the number of hits indicate that users are not finding content, or is the search 
application being used in some other manner—a way that provides information without 
the need for selecting a particular document? Is there a certain ratio for the gap between 
hits and frequency that predicts or denotes a “successful” search? If a query has more hits 
than its frequency number, does that point to a user’s inability to find what they need, or 
does it simply mean that the user wanted to explore the topic further? The way the metric 
is currently set up, an inquisitive user is indicative of a failed search, since a “successful” 
search has one or two “correct” answers. Schamber (1994) points to a number of studies 
that find a stability in the precision/recall ratio—are these gaps a reflection of that ratio, 
expressed in a different way? 
Ironically, this potentially rich vein of exploration is severely hindered by those who 
would wish to study it: the SPIsearch team. Members of the team spend a great deal of 
time entering search terms to check placement, resource availability, etc., but have no 
need to select a link. There is no way to quantify this contribution apart from estimation 
(e.g., knock five hits off of the frequency of every term), which is not valid simply 
because each of the top 500 terms does not get dealt with on an individual basis every 
month, or to click on a link every time a search is conducted, which ultimately would be 
a waste of time (as would be writing down which terms were searched and how many 
times, or similar measures). 
Voorhees & Harman (2005) comment that while users remember “abject failures,” 
and only a few failures can result in mistrust in a system, we continue to use average 
measures as the standard for evaluation. “Averages increase reliability of the evaluation, 
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but hide large variability in per topic effectiveness” (15). The gaps between number of 
searches performed and number of links selected may represent failures to our users. 
Keeping Score 
Another final suggestion is to construct a variation of the balanced scorecard, which 
the Dublin Core Global Corporate Circle has suggested as a way of calculating the return 
on investment for implementing metadata standards in a company.11 The scorecard looks 
at a number of facets of a the item under evaluation, rather than just one or two dubious 
ones (such as recall or precision). The number of searches conducted without going on to 
choose a resource might be worked into an evaluation of this sort. 
The holy grail of enterprise search seems to be finding a way to evaluate the system 
in terms of relevance without using any actual judges. This seems not unlike the Church 
of Christ without Christ in Flannery O’Connor’s Wise Blood; both a little absurd and a 
little unlikely. 
 
                                                     
11 http://dublincore.org/groups/corporate/DC_ROIofMetadata.ppt 
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Appendix: Further Examples of Searches 
 
 
Table Labels 
Column A:  Term rank (by frequency). 
Column B:  Query term. 
Column C:  Link/document selected (replaced here for purposes of anonymity). 
Column D:  Number of times link was selected (clicks). 
Column E:  Position of link/document in result list. 
Column F:  Clicks ÷ Position (Column D / Column E). 
Column G:  Number of “successful” searches. 
 
 
Table 1: A High-volume, dispersed search, 99% successful. 
 
A B C D E F G 
1 itag Link1 3199 1 3199 3199 
1 itag Link2 50 2 25 50 
1 itag Link2 37 3 12.3 37 
1 itag Link3 10 2 5 10 
1 itag Link4 9 4 2.25 1X 
1 itag Link2 9 1 9 9 
1 itag Link3 6 1 6 6 
1 itag Link5 5 9 0.56 1X 
1 itag Link5 3 1 3 1X 
1 itag Link5 3 5 0.6 1X 
1 itag Link4 2 9 0.22 1X 
1 itag Link4 2 19 0.11 1X 
1 itag Link5 2 8 0.25 1X 
1 itag Link6 2 2 1 1X 
1 itag Link7 1 13 0.08 1X 
1 itag Link7 1 19 0.05 1X 
1 itag Link8 1 12 0.08 1X 
1 itag Link4 1 16 0.06 1X 
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1 itag Link9 1 4 0.25 1X 
1 itag Link10 1 7 0.14 1X 
1 itag Link11 1 12 0.08 1X 
1 itag Link6 1 9 0.11 1X 
1 itag Link6 1 6 0.17 1X 
1 itag Link5 1 6 0.17 1X 
1 itag Link12 1 18 0.06 1X 
1 itag Link12 1 6 0.17 1X 
1 itag Link4 1 18 0.06 1X 
1 itag Link4 1 15 0.07 1X 
1 itag Link8 1 13 0.08 1X 
1 itag Link13 1 20 0.05 1X 
1 itag Link14 1 6 0.17 1X 
1 itag Link15 1 3 0.33 1X 
1 itag Link15 1 4 0.25 1X 
1 itag Link16 1 13 0.08 1X 
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Table 2: A low-volume, dispersed search, 8% successful. 
 
A B C D E F G 
222 mitiavix Link1 12 3 4 222X 
222 mitiavix Link2 5 1 5 5 
222 mitiavix Link3 5 6 0.83 222X 
222 mitiavix Link2 4 2 2 222X 
222 mitiavix Link4 3 7 0.43 222X 
222 mitiavix Link5 3 1 3 222X 
222 mitiavix Link6 3 1 3 222X 
222 mitiavix Link4 2 19 0.11 222X 
222 mitiavix Link7 2 2 1 222X 
222 mitiavix Link8 2 1 2 222X 
222 mitiavix Link9 2 4 0.5 222X 
222 mitiavix Link10 2 2 1 222X 
222 mitiavix Link11 2 2 1 222X 
222 mitiavix Link12 1 24 0.04 222X 
222 mitiavix Link4 1 11 0.09 222X 
222 mitiavix Link13 1 22 0.05 222X 
222 mitiavix Link14 1 21 0.05 222X 
222 mitiavix Link15 1 8 0.13 222X 
222 mitiavix Link16 1 25 0.04 222X 
222 mitiavix Link3 1 20 0.05 222X 
222 mitiavix Link1 1 5 0.2 222X 
222 mitiavix Link17 1 50 0.02 222X 
222 mitiavix Link15 1 9 0.11 222X 
222 mitiavix Link14 1 40 0.03 222X 
222 mitiavix Link14 1 20 0.05 222X 
222 mitiavix Link18 1 23 0.04 222X 
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222 mitiavix Link19 1 1 1 222X 
222 mitiavix Link20 1 4 0.25 222X 
222 mitiavix Link21 1 6 0.17 222X 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Table 3: A “failed” search that cannot be improved; most popular 
links in first three positions; 79% successful. 
 
A B C D E F G 
236 rtp Link1 56 1 56 56 
236 rtp Link2 5 2 2.5 236X 
236 rtp Link3 2 3 0.67 236X 
236 rtp Link4 2 19 0.11 236X 
236 rtp Link5 2 9 0.22 236X 
236 rtp Link6 1 10 0.10 236X 
236 rtp Link1 1 2 0.50 236X 
236 rtp Link2 1 25 0.04 236X 
236 rtp Link7 1 6 0.17 236X 
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Table 4: Another “failed” search with top links in top ranking positions; same link 
at different ranks; 75% successful. 
 
A B C D E F G 
281 abulinix Link1 34 1 34 34 
281 abulinix Link2 14 2 7 14 
281 abulinix Link3 3 3 1 281X 
281 abulinix Link1 2 7 0.29 281X 
281 abulinix Link4 2 17 0.12 281X 
281 abulinix Link5 1 11 0.09 281X 
281 abulinix Link5 1 12 0.08 281X 
281 abulinix Link5 1 13 0.08 281X 
281 abulinix Link5 1 15 0.07 281X 
281 abulinix Link5 1 17 0.06 281X 
281 abulinix Link6 1 21 0.05 281X 
281 abulinix Link7 1 25 0.04 281X 
281 abulinix Link1 1 6 0.17 281X 
281 abulinix Link8 1 227 0.004 281X 
 
 
 
